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Objectives

Convince you that geography is worth thinking about
Get you feeling comfortable using and exploring ArcGIS
Teach you how to produce map visualisations
Introduce you to some of the analysis tools ArcGIS provides
Put spatial analysis in your identification/control toolbox.
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What can economists use ArcGIS for?

Why should economists care about geography?
Everything that happens, happens somewhere!
Use independent variable with spatial component
Use geography as a source of identification in IVs or RD
Use geographic variables as controls
Two broad categories of things we can do with ArcGIS
Visualising geographic data
Analysing geographic data
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Some recent-ish papers that make heavy use of ArcGIS

The Persistent Effects of Peru’s Mining Mita (Dell 2010)
Ruggedness: The Blessing of Bad Geography in Africa (Nunn & Puga
2009)
Pre-colonial Ethnic Institutions and Contemporary African
Development (Michalopoulos & Papaioannou 2013)
Portage and Path Dependence (Bleakley and Lin 2012)
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Dell
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Nunn & Puga
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Michalopoulos & Papaioannou
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Bleakley & Lin
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How this course will work

Learning by doing – I’m here to provide the shortcuts
No “homework”, but exercises along the way. I can provide ideas for
other things for you to try on your own if you want
There are many ways to skin a cat. I’ll show the most straightforward
ways I’ve found. There will be others!
It is impossible to cover everything that might be useful to you in four
sessions. We’ll cover what I think are the most common use cases.
If there’s something specific you would like to know, let me know.
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Some good ArcGIS resources (besides this course!)
There is lots of very good material online already, these include:
ArcGIS help files
ESRI virtual campus/training seminars
Yale GIS Workshops
YouTube Videos
Penn State Geography 485:
https://www.e-education.psu.edu/geog485/
Melissa Dell’s notes:
https://sites.google.com/site/mkudamatsu/gis
Masayuki Kudamatu’s notes:
http://people.su.se/~mkuda/gis_lecture.html
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Some notes about ArcGIS

ArcGIS is really not hard to use, but
big (1000s of features)
not always intuitive
sometimes slow
(in places) buggy
Colloraries:
Only use ArcGIS where necessary
Save your work often
Use a powerful PC when working with big datasets
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ArcGIS alternatives
You can probably do anything you can do in ArcGIS some other way, e.g.
using one or more of
QGIS
Grass GIS
Python (GDAL)
R
Stata (!)
Matlab
but ArcGIS is a single comprehensive package, has excellent documentation
and a wide user base. It also produces (I think) the best looking output.
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The plan

Sessions 1 and 2: using ArcGIS to visualise geographic data
Sessions 3 and 4: using ArcGIS to analyse geographic data
Today:
Get familiar with ArcGIS interface
Make modifications to maps I’ve prepared
Create a couple of maps from scratch
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ArcGIS Setup (1)

ArcGIS will not access any files on your hard disk until you make a ’Folder
Connection’ to the folder they are in.
Let’s get that set up:
Create a folder somewhere on your PC for your GIS work
Windows → Catalog to make sure the Catalog window is open
In the catalog, right ’Click on Folder Connections’ and click ’Connect
to Folder’ [Screenshot over]
Browse to the folder you created earlier and press OK.
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ArcGIS Setup (1)
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ArcGIS Setup (2)
It’s useful to tell ArcGIS to use relative paths when saving files. This means
you can move your maps from one folder to another without causing
problems.
Select ’ArcMap Options...’ from the ’Customize’ menu
Make sure you are on the ’General’ tab
Place a tick next to “Make relative paths the default for new map
documents”
Now turn on hardware acceleration. This should speed things up a bit.
Select the ’Data View’ tab
Place a tick next to “Enable hardware acceleration for supported
layers”
Click ’OK’
That’s it, now we can get going......
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Opening Example - US Counties
We’ll begin by using with a map of the US I’ve prepared:
Copy the contents of Session 1.zip into the folder you created earlier
Load ArcMap from the Start Menu
Press Cancel on the Getting Started Dialog
File → Open and load “Opening Example.mxd”
Standard ArcGIS Layout:
Table of Contents on the left
Viewer in the Middle
Some default toolbars at the top.
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Some Basic ArcGIS features
Zooming:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Panning
Fixed zoom in
Fixed zoom out
Zoom in
Zoom out
Zoom in to area
Zoom out of area
Zoom to extent
Zoom to layer

Bookmarks
I
I
I

Creating bookmarks
Zooming to bookmarks
Deleting bookmarks

Layers:
I
I
I
I

Showing/hiding layers
Rearranging layers
Grouping layers
Renaming layers
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Exercises
Spend a few minutes getting used to these features.
For example, you could:
1

Hide the heatmap layer

2

Change the drawing order - put Starbucks on top of Major Cities

3

Zoom into somewhere, create a bookmark, and zoom back to the
’Contiguous Counties’ layer

4

Regroup the layers - create one layer for geographical features
(Basemap + rivers) and one for human features (cities, counties and
starbucks)

5

Go the the California bookmark we created earlier. Reshow the
Heatmap layer.
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Types of geographic data

There are two main types of geographical data:
1

Feature/Vector (Polygons, lines, or XY data)

2

Raster
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Feature data

A collection of features (points, polygons or lines) as well as attributes
describing those features
Typical examples: countries (polygons), roads (lines), cities (points)
Most commonly downloaded as Shapefiles (.shp + .shx + .dbf)
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Raster data

Each cell in an XY grid is assigned a value
Typical examples: satellite imagery, heat maps, temperature data,
elevation data
Lots of different raster formats. TIFF seems most widely used.
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Types of geographic data

In “Opening Example.mxd”, we have the following layers
USA Major Cities: XY feature data
Starbucks: XY feature data
USA Counties: polygon feature data
Major rivers: line feature data
California Starbucks Heat Map: raster data
Basemap
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Feature Data
The Attributes Table lets you see the attributes attached to features.
Open it by right clicking on a layer and selecting ’Open Attribute
Table’.
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Working with Feature Data
Identifying features using the Identify tool
Finding Features using the Find tool
Selecting features [why would we want to do that?]
I
I
I
I
I

Using the select features tool
Using the attributes table
Using select by attributes (SQL, but don’t be afraid!)
Using select by location
Clearing selection

Selection statistics
Important: each layer has its own current selection. Use the ’List by
Selection’ table of contents view to change which layers are currently
selectable.
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Queries
ArcMap uses SQL as its query language in a number of places. This is no
more difficult than ‘if d == 1’ in Stata!
Example queries:
"OBJECTID" = 1
"STATE_NAME" = ’Alabama’
"STATE_NAME" = ’Alabama’ Or "STATE_NAME" = ’Arkansaw’
"POP2010" >10000
"POP2010" <10000 And "White" >9500
Take care to get the right kind of quotes (single or double). The query
builder makes putting these kinds of queries together much easier.
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Exercises
Again, spend some time getting used to these features. You could:
1

Use the ‘Find’ tool to find Charleston county. Create a bookmark.

2

Select all counties in Minnesota

3

Clear the selection

4

Select all counties with more females than males [tip: MALES
>FEMALES]

5

How many counties have a Starbucks in them? [tip: use Select by
Location]

6

What is the mean population of counties with Starbucks in them? Of
counties without? [tip: Selection Statistics]

7

Trickier: select all Starbucks locations in counties which contain major
cities
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Symbology and Labels
Choose symbology options for a layer under the ‘Symbology’ tab of Layer
Properties, accessed through the table of contents.
Symbology options:
Features → Single Symbol
Categories → Unique Values
Quantities → Graduated colors
Quantities → Graduated symbols
Quantities → Proportional symbols
Labelling: turn labelling on for a layer by selecting ‘Label features in this
layer’ under the ‘Labels’ tab of Layer Properties. Select the field name and
text symbol options.
Can use “Define classes of features and label each class differently” to do
more advanced stuff.
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Exercises

Again, spend some time getting used to these features. Try:
1

Shade the counties according to average family size

2

Show labels on counties

3

Use the ‘normalization’ option to shade counties according to
proportion of hispanics

4

Trickier: Show labels on cities with populations over 2,000,000

5

Use the ‘Definition Query’ layer property to hide all counties where the
number of American Native Indians is less than 1000
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Geographic file formats

There are a huge number of file formats that get used for geographical
data. ArcGIS supports them all one way or another.
If you download data from the web, you will normally get:
Feature data - “Shapefiles” - .shp
Raster data - TIFF - .tif
For reference: Raster data from climatologists often comes in NetCDF
format. Use ArcGIS’ “Make NetCDF Raster Layer Tool” to import these.
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ArcCatalog
Whereas, for example, a .docx file contains everything Word needs,
geographic data tends to be split across many files. A ‘shapefile’ actually
consists (at least) of a .shp file as well as a .shx and a .dbf:
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ArcCatalog
This multitude of files makes renaming/moving files cumbersome and
error prone
ArcCatalog is the tool to manage and organize all types of geo-data
files
You also need to use this tool in order to create new Shapefiles, or to
add fields to existing Shapefiles
You can launch ArcCatalog through the Start Menu, but there is also
an embeddeded Catalog tool inside ArcMap, load it by selecting
‘Catalog’ from the ‘Windows’ menu.
You should always be able to work with the embedded Catalog.
Tip: If you add new files to a folder using Windows Explorer etc, the
Catalog will not show them until you refresh the view. Right click on
the relevant folder and select Refresh.
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Visualising geographic data
This is about getting data from a tabular form onto a map. Two main
forms:
Visualising point data
I
I

e.g. showing cities
sources of coordinate data: geocoded addresses, wikipedia, GPS
devices, OpenStreetMap

City
London
Munich

Longitude
-0.11832
11.575556

Latitude
51.50939
48.37823

Population
8308234
1378234

Visualising data about administrative units
I
I

I

e.g. shading countries according to GDP
sources for administrative unit shapefiles: GADM, USA census bureau,
Bundesamt für Kartographie und Geodäsie, etc..
sources of external data: endless!

Country
UK
Germany

∆GDP 2011
1.1%
3.0%

∆ GDP 2012
0.3%
0.7%

∆ GDP 2013
1.7%
0.4%
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Visualising geographic data: file formats
ArcGIS now has good support for reading Excel spreadsheet (XLSX) files.
This is now my preferred way of getting data in to ArcGIS.
prepare data in Excel or do an export from Stata (export excel using
filename.xlsx in Stata)
avoid spaces, hypens etc in column names
make sure cells are formatted correctly - numbers as numbers, text as
text
If you have Office 2007 installed, ArcGIS will read XLSX files without any
difficulty. Otherwise, install the from http:
//www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=23734
Alternative 1: save as tab seperated text file. But prone to import
errors.
Alternative 2: use OpenOffice to save a DBF file. DBF is ArcGIS’
“native” format for table data.
Alternative 3: use Stata’s odbc command to save a DBF file. But
complicated.
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Displaying XY Coordinate Data
We are going to “recreate” John Snow’s famous cholera map:
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Cholera map

In the Cholera folder, you will find:
An XLSX with coordinates of all the deaths that occured during the
outbreak
An XLSX with coordinates of the water pumps in the area
A TIF raster file which contains a scan of an 1880s map of the area
A TIF raster file which contains John Snow’s original map

I’ve also included DBF files in case anyone has problems loading the data in
the Excel file
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Displaying XY Coordinate Data: Steps
Prepare coordinate data:
I

I

I

You should have a column for Longitude and Latitude (with numbers in
decimal format) or X and Y coordinates
See https://uknow.drew.edu/confluence/display/DREWGIS/
ArcMap+-+Formatting+Data+for+Use+in+ArcGIS for formatting
tips
Save as XLSX (or DBF or comma seperated TXT)

Create a “Feature Class” out of the data using the Catalog:
I

I

I
I

Browse to the file, Right Click → Create Feature Class → From XY
Data
Press ‘Coordinate System of Input Coordinates’ and browse/search for
the coordinate system which the coordinates are in. Often WGS 1984,
but in this case search for “British National Grid”. We’ll talk (much)
more about this later.
Choose an output location for the created Shapefile.
Add the Shapefile to the map with Drag and Drop.
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Exercises
1

We just added the deaths data to the map, now add the water pump
data too.

2

Look at the attribute table for the deaths. You’ll see there is a
‘Deaths’ field which shows how many deaths occurred at that location

3

Visualise the deaths sensibly - bigger circles for more deaths at any
location

4

Choose an appropriate symbol for the water pumps [hint: use the
search in the symbol selector]

5

Trickier: add a ‘skull and crossbones’ symbol for the Broad Street
Pump

6

Add the raster data for John Snow’s original map [SnowMap.tif].
Make it half transparent and overlay it on the other layers.
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Displaying external data on administrative units
We need to ‘join’ (merge) the data on the administrative units to the data
we want to display:
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Visualising data about administrative units
We will visualise data on Germany’s Wahlkreise1 :

1

Data came from the Bundeswahlleiter’s website
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Joining external data to administrative units: Step 1
First we need to prepare and import the data:
Look at the attribute table for the Shapefile and decide what column
you are going to use for the join.
Note: I recommend you do *NOT* use the FID or OBJECTID
column, as these can change when you edit your data
Prepare the external data in Excel
Add the data to ArcGIS by dragging the Excel tab from the Catalog
into the table of contents
You are now ready to do the join.
Tip 1: You can get the data from a Shapefile into Excel by opening up the
attribute table, clicking the ‘Table Options’ icon, selecting ‘Export’ and
then choosing a ‘Text File’ as the Output Table.
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Joining external data to administrative units: Step 2
Right click on the layer with the administrative boundaries. Select
‘Joins and Relates’ and then ‘Joins’
Choose the field in the join is based on, the table to which you are
joining, and the field in the able you are joining ‘to’.
Validate the join
Press OK
If you now open the attribute table on the layer with the administrative
boundaries, you will see the new external data!
Tip 2: Sometimes it can be helpful to join from the ‘external’ data to the
administrative unit and check that all the records match. Then delete that
join and go in the other direction.
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Exercises
More exercises....
1

We just did a join to the data in Voting.xlsx. Now join to the data in
StructuralData.xlsx. This includes data on population, employment,
etc.

2

Visualise something interesting!

3

Add cities to the map using the data in the Populated_Places XLSX
or DBF file. Note: don’t forget to choose a coordinate system - this
time you need to search for the "Europe Lambert Conformal Conic".

4

Show labels on the cities

5

Do something to visualise the major cities differently to smaller ones
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Export your map using Layout View
Use layout view for laying out your map on a page for printing/exporting as
PDF
Typical steps:
Select page layout
Use zoom/pan tools to select the view
Add legend
Add north arrow
Add scale bar
Then File.. Export Map to save as a PDF.
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Exercise

Download GDP data for 190 countries of the world from
https://pwt.sas.upenn.edu/php_site/pwt71/pwt71_form.php
Visualise it using the Large Scale ‘Cultural’ Countries Shapefile which
you can download from http://www.naturalearthdata.com/.
Make sure you visualise all the data given!
Use Layout View to create a nice looking map to print out.
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Wrapping up

Feedback
Please let me know how you found the session:
http://tinyurl.com/gissurvey1
I will adjust the material/pace for next week based on feedback I’ve
got
Next week
Discuss projections and coordinate systems
Begin on some geographic analysis
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Sources for Shapefiles

Natural Earth. I use the ‘1:10m Cultural’ data when I need a shapefile
for the world’s countries.
http://www.naturalearthdata.com/downloads/
GADM - database of Global Administrative Areas - e.g. counties:
http://www.gadm.org/
Bundesamt für Kartographie und Geodäsie:
http://www.geodatenzentrum.de/
USA census bureau “TIGER”:
http://census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/tiger-line.html
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